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Numerical Tests of a Method for Simulating
Electrical Potentials on the CorticalSurface

R. Baker Kearfott, Robert D. Sidman, Diana Joan Major, and C. Denson Hill

Abstract—A mathematical imaging method for simulating cortical

surface potentials was introduced at recent neurosciences meetings [la],

[1b], [2] and was applied to elucidate the neural origins of evoked re-

sponses in normal volunteers and certain patient populations. This

method consists of the solution of an inward harmonic continuation

problem and its effect isto simulate data that has not been attenuated

and smeared by the skull.

This cortical imaging technique (CIT) is validated by applying it to

articially derived data. Pairs of dipolar sources with different depths
and separations are introduced into a spherical conducting medium

simulating the head. Scalp potential maps are constructed by inter-

polating the simulated data between 28 “scalp” electrode positions.
Noise is added to the data to approximate the variability in measured

potentials that would be observed in practice.
CIT is used in each case to construct potential maps on layers con-

centric to and within the layer representing the scalp. In several in-

stances when the dipole pair is deep and closely spaced, the sources

cannot be separated by the scalp topographical maps but are easily
separated by the “cortical” topographical maps. CIT is also applied
to scalp-recorded potentials evoked by bilateral median nerve stimu-

lation and pattern-reversal visual stimulation.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

ONINVASIVE localization and description of the neural

generators of scalp-recorded potentials is a primary goal of

electroencephalography. An approach thatis used by some in-

vestigators is to simulate these generators by theoretical or

equivalent sources and treat the problem as an inverse problem
where one seeks the theoretical source(s) of measured boundary
potentials. The dipole localization method (DLM) is one such

approach. In DLM the head is simulated by a layered conduct-

ing sphere and the generators of scalp—recorded potentials are

simulated by a single dipolar source. The method consists of

nding the dipole source for boundary potentials that gives the

best least-squares t between measured and theoretical voltages
[3].

Although DLM is easy to implement and gives physically
realistic answers in several cases [4]—[6], in many instances the

dipole solution represents the superposition of many neuronal

units and is, at best, an equivalent source. Examples include

the late components of the visual evoked response [7], [8], the

N1-P2 complex of responses to auditory stimulation [9], [10],
and the P300 response to oddball auditory stimuli. In the rst.

example, potentials are generated for the moSt part, in layers of

the striate cortex. In the second case, depth recordings of these

components of the resting AER are compatible with bilateral

posterior temporal sources with a dorso—frontal orientation [10].
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The P300 component of the AER appears to reect endogenous
processes related to attention, alertness, and cognition, and is

probably not generated in localized cortical areas of the brain.

C. C. Wood et al. [11] noted that scalp potential elds do

not uniquely determine the location and conguration of gen-

erators. They, rather, provide “necessary conditions,” that any ,

model must satisfy. This reference and other investigations rely
on studies of scalp potential distributions to suggest these nec-

essary conditions. Presumably the collection of sources and

sinks gives some information about the generators of the data.

In practice, scalp topographical maps are usually produced by
linear three- or four-point interpolation and exhibited in color-

ful displays. In certain cases, such as for the N30-P30 compo-

nent of the response to simultaneous bilateral median nerve

stimulation, the scalp maps clearly suggest two supercial (cor-

tical) sources that are tangential to the surface of the brain.

However, the scalp topographies for other data, such as the AER

and VER cases mentioned above, do not exhibit enough detail

to distinguish a deep localized source from a supercial exten—
sive one or single from multiple sources' if these sources are

deep in the brain.

Part of the reason why topographical potential maps are in-

adequate for discriminating multiple sources is that the skull so

attenuates and smears the scalp—recorded voltages that detail is

lost in the interpolated maps. The imaging technique that is de-

veloped here does not create data but is, rather, a new way of
‘

extracting information from scalp data—inforrnation that was

obscured by the interpolation procedures used to construct con—

ventional scalp maps.

Mathematically, this “cortical imaging technique” (CIT) is

the solution of a harmonic inward continuation problem. The

values of a harmonic function (the electric potential) are knowu

on the surface of a volume conductor (the head). Also, these

measured boundary values are noisy. The object of CIT is to

continue these noisy boundary values harmonically into the in-

terior of the conductor.

This problem is an ill-posed one in the sense of Hadamard—

the solution of Laplace’s equation does not depend continu—

ously on the boundary data. It is one of a claSs of problems that

includes the Cauchy problem for elliptic equations, the solution

of the heat equation‘backward in time [12], complex analytic
continuation [13], and harmonic continuation on half-spaces
[14]. By placing restrictions on our problem, it is possible to

restore continuous dependence of data and thus obtain physi-
cally useful answers. A more general treatment of this proce-

dure can be found in [15].

CORTICAL IMAGING TECHNIQUE

Let the head be simulated by a homogeneous sphere of radius

1.0 as in Fig. 1. Also suppose that N radial dipoles of unit

strength are placed on a spherical shell, the “test” surface, of
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Fig. l. The “head’.” is simulated by a sphere of radius 1.0. Test dipoles
of unit strength are distributed on a hemispherical shell of radius r,. Con—

_

tour plots of the potential generated by the test layer are constructed on a

hemispherical shell of radius r,.

radius rT. (Throughout this paper, the term “dipole” refers to

“current dipole”) This test surface is within and concentric to

the surface of the head. A typical dipole of this type D,- is lo-

cated at Cartesian coordinates x, =

rT cos 0,- .sin qS,-,y,- =

rT sin 0,-sin (bi, z,~ = r7 cos 21),,and has moments cos 0,-sin «1),,
sin 0; sin qbi, and cos (13,-,with respect to the coordinate axes. In

this paper the x axis passes through the right ear, the y axis goes

through the nasion, and the z axis goes through the vertex.

The potential generated by any such dipole can be calculated
in the closed form, V(D,-,Pj) where Pj lies within or on the unit

sphere simulating the head [16], [17]. These formulas are also

given in the Appendix. If V], - - -

, VMare‘voltages measured

at scalp recording sites Al,
- - -

, AM, it is certainly possible to

calculate weighting numbers ul ,

- - -

, uN to satisfy the M equa—
tions

N

gamma/1].)= V}, forj = 1, ,M. (1)

Generally, M < N, so that (1) is an underdetermined system
of equations with an innite number of solutions. However,
there is a unique solution that minimizes (u? + ~ - - + 14%,)”2,
the L2 norm of (u,, --- ,uN).

The maximum rank of system (1) is M. In practice, though,
the system may be ranked-decient which suggests that the sin-

gular value decomposition (SVD) can be used to compute the

unique solution of (I) of minimum norm [18]. An additional

advantage of the SVD is that it is possible to take account of

noise in the data. Given an estimate ed of the relative errors in

the data, one can replace the system (1) by a possibly rank-

decient system such that errors of size ed will not unduly in-

uence the solution.

In the experimental tests of this technique, described below,
test dipoles of unit strength were placed on the test surface, the

spherical shell with radius rT, at positions whose angles in the

standard spherical coordinate system were 0,, and (25,",where

0k=(k—1)(21r/10), lsks 10

and

15msl6.<15".= m(7r/2)/16,

Hence N = 160. With one exception the number of scalp
electrode sites in these tests was 28, which were standard 10—
20 electrode positions or derivable from them. The exception is

the analysis of the response to bilateral median nerve stimula-

tion, where 36 electrode positions are used. Hence, M = 28 in

all cases except the aforementioned case where M = 36.
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Once the values ul,
- - -

, uléo are calculated one can use the

principle of superposition and formulas in the Appendix to com-

pute an approximate image of the potential eld on any inter—
mediate spherical shell of radius r,. Note that r7 < r, s 1.0.

This image surface can include a shell stimulating the surface

of the brain. Since the formulas can be used to calculate theo—
retical potentials at any point of the shell r = r,, topographical
scalp maps will be smoother than maps constructed by linear

interpolation among only M (28 or 36.) points. In the applica-
tions discussed below, scalp and “cortical” topographical maps

are constructed by interpolating 160 potential values on the grid
on r =

r, corresponding to the grid on r =

rT on which the test

dipoles D1, - - -

, D160 are placed. .

We implemented CIT in Fortran-77, and we ran the code on

the IBM 3090 at the University of Southwestern Louisiana. The

LINPACK routine DSVDC [19] was used for the singular value
v decomposition. In all experiments with N = 160 it took roughly

4 s of CPU time to generate the approximate potential eld. We

used SAS/GRAPH to generate surface and contour maps.

APPLICATIONS OF CIT T0 ARTIFICIALLY GENERATED

DATA

The rst application of CIT reported here is to the surface

potentials generated by the pair of dipole sources

($0.4 sin (1r/4), 0, 0.4 cos (1r/4), 0, 0, 0.1).

The rst three entries give the coordinates of the location of the

source and the last three entries give its moments (Fig. 2). These

sources lie’ on a shell of radius 0.4 within the “head.”

Below this pair of sources in the gure are the three-dimen-

sional perspectives and contour maps of the surface potentials
for the actual data and the potentials generated by the optimal
dipole layer produced by CIT. In these and subsequent gures
the plots are scaled to exhibit approximately 15 equally spaced
contours. In this case, r,

= 1.0, rT
= 0.45, and the “noise

ratio” in the SVD is equal to 0.05. The effect of the noise ratio

is to change the effective rank of the system (1). This eifective

rank is the rank of the system obtained by ignoring singular
values which are less than 0.05 times the maximum singular
value (of, e.g., [20, Section 5.5]). In this case the effective

rank of system (1) is equal to 15, whereas the full rank is 28.

Generally decreasing the noise ratio increases the effective rank

of the system. In addition, decreasing the noise ratio decreases

the maximum relative error between computed and actual elec-

trical potentials, when we are using simulated data. (The max-

imum relative error is the absolute value of the maximum

difference between the true potential and computed potential on

the intermediate shell, divided by the maximum absolute value

of the actual potential on the intermediate shell, over the grid
points used for plotting.)

Note that the gures are indistinguishable and do not exhibit

the pair of maxima that would be expected for this pair of

sources. However when the “actual” potentials and CIT gen-

erated potentials are plotted in Fig. 3 on the image surface r, =

0.63 the multiple sources are clearly distinguished. The graphs
of the exact data and the CIT generated potentials are slightly
different but the CIT maps preserve the most important feature

.of the source. ,

i

Fig. 4 is a synopsis of the CIT results when 10% noise is

added to the surface potentials generated by the preceding pair
of dipole sources. (Throughout our tests, we used uniformly
distributed pseudo-random noise whose maximum deviation was
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TOP SIDE

CIT TOPOGRAPHY

'. = I.o.'«,=o.45
NOISE RATIO=0.05

EXACT DATA

q: to

Fig. 2. The top row of gures shows the pair of dipole sources that are

used to generate articial data in the “head.” The x axis passes through
the right ear, the y axis passes through the nasion, and the z axis passes

through the vertex.- The heavy lines show the approximate location of the

central ssure and the layers represent the brain, skull, and scalp. In this

and subsequent gures: L = left ear, R = right ear, N = nasion, and I =

inion. The maximum relative error was 0.02.

cur TOPOGRAPHY

t, so.ss.'T:o.45
NOISE RATIO = 0.05

Fig. 3. Exact data and CIT-generated potential maps on an internal surface

of radius 0.63 for the sources depicted in Fig. 2. The maximum relative

error was 0.13.

. EXACT DATA

on from

10% of the maximum magnitude of the original data set). In

this case the image surface is r, = 0.57. Again the dipole pair
is clearly distinguished.

Fig. 5 shows a nal test of CIT on articially generated data.

The pair of dipole sources in this test is

($0.2 sin («/4), o, 0.2 cos («/4), 0, 0, 0.1).

These sources lie on a spherical shell of radius 0.2 and are very

close to one another. In this case the test surface r7 = 0.3, so

that the dipole layer lies close to the actual sources. The image
surface is the'shell r, = 0.4. If the noise ratio is taken to be

0.05, the effective rank of the system is 10 and the sources are

not separ_ated._
'

However, when the noise ratio is 0.001 the effective rank is

25 and the sources are clearly distinguishable. Note that this is

the rank of the system obtained by ignoring singular values

which are less than 0.001 times the maximum singular value.
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CIT TOPOGRAPHY

r|=0.57,rT= 0.45

NOISE RAT|O=0.05

Fig. 4. CIT-generatedpotential map on surface of radius 0.57 when 10%

noise is added to the surface data produced by the source pair in Fig. 2.

The maximum relative error was 0.25.

TOP 3 l DE
Y 2

XY

,4o -.40 I .40

'. -o.4o,rT=o.3o
nous: uric-0.00:

—.40 I

'. =o.4o 390230
NOISE RATl0=0.05

Fig. 5. The top row of gures shows the pair of dipole sources that are

used to generate articial data in the “head.” These sources are closely
spaced. The CIT-generated potential maps show two attempts to separate
the source pair. The difference between these attempts is the choice of noise

ratio in the SVD algorithm. The maximum relative error when the noise

ratio is 0.05 is 0.52; when the noise ratio is 0.001 the maximum relative

error is 0.11.

APPLICATIONS OF CIT To EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Median Nerve Stimulation

The N30-P30 response to median nerve stimulation is prob-
ably generated in a localized area of the sensory cortex [4] and,
as such, it is a useful test of CIT. The following application is

to data furnished by C. C. Wood, Neuropsychology Laboratory
of the West Haven (CT) Veterans Adminstration Medical Cen-

ter.

CIT is applied to the response to “simultaneous” bilateral

median nerve stimulation of a patient with a large left occipital-
parietal tumor. This data was obtained by averaging the sepa-

rate responses to left and right median nerve stimulation.
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.57

BMN

r,=.57s

Fig. 6. Three~dimensiona1 perspective and contour mapgenerated by CIT
for the response to bilateral median nerve stimulation 30 ms post-stimulus.
r7 = 0.45, r,, = 0.57, noise ratio = 0.05.

In preparing Fig. 6, rT = 0.45, r, = 0.57, and the noise ratio
is 0.05. This contour map suggests two supercial sources ori-
ented tangentially to the surface of the brain. The asymmetry
of the contours is compatible with the displacement of left sen-

sory cortex by the tumor.

Pattern—Reversal Visual Stimulation

This nal application of CIT is to the response to pattern-
reversing visual simulation in a normal volunteer. This data was

furnished by M. R. Ford, Psychophysiology Laboratory of the
Institute of Living, Hartford, CT. These results are for the N2

component of the response, which presumably arises in layers
of the striate cortex [8]. The rst pair of gures gives the to-

pographical contour map of the data. Subsequent gures are CIT

generated topographies on layers of dilferent radii in the spher-
ical medium simulating the head. In each of these cases the test
surface (on which the dipoles D,, - - '

, Dléo lie) is rT = 0.45,
and the noise ratio is 0.05 . The image surfaces are r, = 0.90,
0.70, 0.57, in Fig. 7, and r, = 0.46 in Fig. 8.

Each gure shows the extended surface-negative area over

the occipital pole. This is consistent with the presumed origin
of these potentials. As the image radius is decreased new details

begin to appear in the contour maps—in this case there appears
to be a low amplitude centric source that generates a surface-

positive contribution at the vertex.

If one moves too close to the surface on which the test dipoles
lie the contour maps lose detail. This occurs because the for-
mulas which are used to calculate these maps (see Appendix)
become innite when a recording site on r =

r, approaches one

of the test dipoles on r = rT.

DISCUSSION

The cortical imaging technique, by solving a harmonic in-
ward continuation problem, appears to extract information from

scalp-recorded electric potentials that is not apparent in con—
ventional scalp topographical contour maps. For example, in

applications of CIT to the articial data generated by closely
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'. -.10

Fig. 7. Scalp data and CIT—generated potential maps for the N2 response
to pattem—reversal visual stimulation. r7 = 0.45, noise ratio = 0.05.

-.46 l .46

fl =.46

Fig. 8. CIT—generated potential map for the data in Fig. 7. The image sur-

face r, = 0.46 is very close to the test surface rT = 0.45.

Spaced pairs of dipoles, the method was able to discriminate
multiple sources when surface topographical maps could not,

'

even when noise was added to simulate the variability of mea-

sured potentials that would be observed in practice.
Applications of CIT to scalp-recorded potentials suggest that

it might be possible to draw inferences about the neural gener-
ators of these potentials. For example, although correlations do

exist between certain evoked waveforms or their topographical
distributions on the one hand, and certain states of conscious~
ness or abnormal brain activity on the other, these correlations
are usually limited to inferences derived from the latencies or

amplitudes of a few replicable EP components. The dipole lo-

calization method (DLM) appears to be sensitive in distinguish-
ing between normal and abnormal responses and CIT suggests
why a DLM result is abnorrnal—such as multiple or extended

neural generators or generators whose location and/or orienta-
tion do not coincide with the location and orientation of the

presumed neural sources of the potentials [1].
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In the implementation of CIT, 160 radially oriented dipole of

unit strength were placed on a “test” surface r = r7. In most

of our applications we found empirically that rT = 0.45, in the

unit sphere simulating the head, was the most eective depth to
q

place the test dipoles. Also, in most cases, a noise ratio of 0.05

was used in the SVD program. With these parameters xed,
“cortical” images on surfaces with radii in the range 0.57 s

r, s 0.63 most effectively brought out details concerning un-

derlying physiological sources of scalp—recorded potentials. This

layer is equivalent to a layer that approximates the surface of

the “brain” in the model of the head consisting of three con-

centric layers [3], [9].
Although these initial experiments are very encouraging there

is inherent uncertaipty in computing hypothetical solutions to

inverse problems bypostulating the form of sources. Additional

experimentation and tuning of the algorithm, along with com—

parison with actual depth—recorded data, will reveal precisely
how closely the images that CIT generates approximate actual

potential elds.

APPENDIX

In implementing CIT it is necessary to calculate the values

of V(D, P), the potential generated by the unit strength current

dipole D on the test surface r =

rT at the point P, which is_o)n
the image surface r = r,. If 'y is the angle between OD and OP,
then equation (18) in [16] yields

r, cos' y
—

r7
VD, P = K ——( ) [(rf+ r21— 2r,rT cos 703/2

+
’1 cos. '1’

— rirr
_

(1 + (r,r7«)Z— 2r,rT cos 103/2

1

L

1—~].(2)
rT(1 + (r,rT)2— 2r,rT cos 101/2 rT

If the dipole D is arbitrary, at location (pl, p2, p3), with mo—

ments m1, m2, m3, and P = P(a,, a2, a3) lies on the surface of

the unit sphere then the f0110wing formula from [17] can be

used:

a-s—-

+a,-+
' 1"miV(D’P)-KZ_

q qo+1-sl(3)
[=1 ‘10

3

[2011
‘ Pi)

where

3 1/2

‘10 = (“j “ 17/92)
and

2

s = .2 ajpj.
j=l

So (3) can be used to generate articial data on the surface of

the sphere. The constant K depends upon the conductivity of

the homogeneous sphere simulating the head. In this paper it is

set equal to 1. .

'

In any application of CIT to articial or measured data, once

the weighting parameters u‘
' -

, um have been calculated, it

is easy to compute £920,u,V(D,-, P), using (2), to get the poten-
tial generated by the “optimal test layer of dipoles” at the point
P.

'In those cases when one needs to calculate V(D, P) for arbi—

trary D and point P inside the sphere simulating the head, the

full equation (18) in [16] can be used. Finally, in order to nd

the optimal dipole source in the three-layer model of the head

one can correct the location and moment parameters of the ho—

mogeneous sphere dipole using the correction factors in [3] or

[9] .
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